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Abstract 
Codes for preparing master and working AMPX libraries and point-wise (PW) 

nuclear libraries for SCALE5.1 system have been created. Master and working libraries 
are constructed from multigroup library in matxs form which are produced by means of 
the NJOY code. The PW cross-section library is derived from pend files obtained also by 
NJOY. The AMPX libraries may contain neutron, gamma production and gamma 
transport data, as well. The produced master libraries can be used either with stand-alone  
functional modules or with control modules. 

An assistant package of programs also has been developed in order to facilitate 
the usage of NJOY. 

Source of data 
The goal of our work is to connect the NJOY [1] group constant preparation 

system to the SCALE5.1  nuclear libraries in order to make more flexible the use of 
SCALE from this point of view. By means of the developed tools one can freely select 
among the basic ENDF files and construct any multi-group sets from them. 

Master and working library are constructed from multigroup library in matxs form 
produced by the NJOY code after running the RECONR, BROADR, UNRESR, 
GROUPR and MATXSR modules. There exist a code – SMILER [2] - which can do 
similar task from the GENDF – but only for one nucleus/run. Then the AJAX [3] utility 
may join the libraries. In construction of working library the tricks applied in TRANSX 
[4] code can be used. In our master library no resonance parameters and no unresolved 
cross-sections are included because this library is intended to use in CENTRM module of 
SCALE together with PW libraries. The main reason is that in the recent evaluated files 
mainly the Reich-Moore resonance parameters are used instead of Breit-Wigner’s ones.  

The PW cross-section library can be constructed from pend files which are 
resulted after run of RECONR and BROADR modules of NJOY. The number of energy 
points of cross-sections broadened by NJOY is depending on temperature. The most of 
energy points are in the set belonging to the lowest temperature. In the PW libraries there 
is the same set of energy points for each temperature. This problem is spaned by 
appropriate interpolation. 

CENTRMAK – program for compilation of PW libraries 
In the SCALE system the PW libraries are stored in a - one isotope -  in one file 

order. The control modules - by means of CAJUN subroutine -  gather the PW libraries of 
requested isotopes in one PW library. 

If the use of any control module is intended then the information on place of 
individual PW libraries should be given in its Cross-Section Set Directory Record 
(CSSDR) in the master library. This record is described in the F20worker.pdf  manual but 



the information given there is imperfect1.  The place where the PW is found is always in 
scale5.1\data\?\versx. The sub-directory ? is determined by the number being in the 49th 
place of this record: 

-1  -  newlib, 0 – endf_b, 1 –jef, 2 – jendl, 3 – brond, 4 – cendl 
Our PW files will be placed in newlib subdirectory. In the 45th place CSSDR the 

number 1000000*x+10000*m and the 46th the number 1000000*x+10000*t should be 
written. Here the x is the version number, m and t are reference to the temperature and 
scattering kernel but their usage is avoidable. Any way the name of actual library file will 
be: idname-m-t, where idname is the 19th element of CSSDR. The CENTRMAK should 
run for each pend file, separately, if libraries are to be prepared for control modules. 

However, if no any control module but a series of functional modules – 
BONAMI-WORKER-CENTRM-PMC-WORKER used for preparation of problem 
dependent working library then a multi-isotope PW library can be formed from the pend 
files by means of the program CENTRMAK. 

Input for CENTRMAK: 
1st line: title 
2nd line:  
idtape - tape identifier 
nnuc – number of nuclides on pointwisefile 
mtmp – maximum number of temperatures for any nuclide on file 
maxmt – maximum number of reactions for any nuclide on file 
maxpt – maximum number of enegy points for any nuclide (any MT) on file 
3rd and further lines: 
fname – name of pend file(s) (see below) 

The name of the generated PW library will be: centrdata 

MXS2AM - program for compilation of AMPX master lib rary 
The required input is the following: 
1st line: NUP – the number of upscattering (thermal) group 
           IFLAG – 0/1 library will be for series of functional module/library will be 

used by control modules 
if  IFLAG=1 then for each nuclide in separate line: 
x, m, t  the one digit numbers discussed above 
The number of nuclides in the constructed master library will be same as in the 

matxs file used as source of data. 
The name of the generated master library will be: ampxms 

TRAMPX – program for compilation of AMPX working li brary 
This program is practically the TRANSX [4] program supplemented with a 

module preparing the AMPX working library switched by the parameter iout=9. In this 
case such items as density are not used. 

The name of the generated working library is: ampxw. 

                                                 
1 The correct information can be read out from the text of CAJUN module 
 



Problems in generating SCALE nuclear libraries 
1. SCALE uses only fission spectrum independent on incident neutron energy 

instead of fission matrix, therefore an averaging over flux is required. 
2. The n2n, n3n etc. reaction matrix contains neutron yields when calculated with 

NJOY. In SCALE this matrix are normed to one outgoing particle. This problem 
can easily be resolved by dividing matrix elements with corresponding yield. 

3. In SCALE the transfer matrices are given with their ‘magic’ numbers which are 
very different from those given in matxs file. 

NJOY assistance package 
In order to facilitate the usage of NJOY a series of programs and batch have been 

developed. 

Preparation of ENDF files 
SETSED program. Function: large downloaded file is splitted into files each of which 
contains one isotope. 
The name of generated files formed in the following way:   
first two characters:  
 chemical symbol if it is one character then the second one is '_', 
 third character:  
 last digit of rounded atomic weight, it zero for elements 
 4-7. character: 

  the MAT number if it is of three character then 4th character is '_' 
The input of the program: 

ext – three character, this will be the extension of files of isotopes 
gname – name of file to splitted.. 

Generic input for NJOY 
In the generic input of NJOY code the character $ stands on place of MAT. The 

NJINP_A program takes the MAT value from name of evalueted data file given as first 
command line parameter. From this MAT and the generic input the actual input file is 
constructed. 

The second command line parameter is: 
nev=iz*10000+ia*10 

number where iz is the atomic number and ia is the rounded atomic mass. This 
parameter is required for matxsr module. From this the name of isotope is assigned 
and this substituted in a place where an  % character is found. 

Comments can be written in rows beginning with #. 
Using generic input the processing of evaluated data is facilitated in batch 

mode. 

BBC program – for combining the matxs  files 
By performing the batch processing with NJOY we get matxs file individually for 

each isotope. By means of the utility code BBC [4] this files can be combined using the 
option of insertion. For this procedure a series of input and an appropriate batch file is 



required. These are created by the BBCINP program. Its control input file is the seri.inp 
which is consisted of the command line arguments of  NJINP_A program. The name of 
created input are numbers from 1 to N where N is the number if isotopes. The name of 
the batch file is seri.bat. 

Extensions of data files 
The extension original evaluated data file: evd 
The extension of pend file: 22 (after BROADR) 
The extension of gend file: 24 (after GROUPR) 
The extension of matxs file: 25 (after MATXSR). 

Sample application of the newly created libraries 
A model reactor is based on project outline of BN800 fast reactor [5]. This reactor 

is sodium cooled with cylindrical core and blankets. Its halved vertical cross section is 
shown in Fig.1. 
The total heavy metal masses are fixed in the core and in each blanket: 
Core: 11228.5 kg,  axial blanket: 9351.8 kg, radial blanket: 25682.2 kg 
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Fig. 1 The model reactor (cylindrical): an axially halved section 
 
1 - zone of core with low fissionable content  (28.8%) 4 - radial breeding blanket 
2 - zone of core with median fissionable content (32.3%) 5 - axial breeding blanket 
3 - zone of core with high fissionable content (38.9%) 6 - reflector  
 
Masses in zones of core are completed with thorium. Blankets are made from thorium. 
Composition of cores: 
isotope 1 2 3 
np237  5.02E-05 8.69E-05 1.08E-04 



pu238  1.84E-05 3.18E-05 3.96E-05 
pu239  6.25E-04 1.08E-03 1.35E-03 
pu240  3.03E-04 5.25E-04 6.53E-04 
pu241  1.41E-04 2.45E-04 3.04E-04 
pu242  5.52E-05 9.56E-05 1.19E-04 
am241  2.88E-05 4.98E-05 6.20E-05 
am242m 1.30E-07 2.25E-07 2.79E-07 
am243  1.41E-05 2.44E-05 3.03E-05 
cm242  9.48E-09 1.64E-08 2.04E-08 
cm243  3.03E-08 5.25E-08 6.53E-08 
cm244  3.79E-06 6.56E-06 8.16E-06 
cm245  1.87E-07 3.23E-07 4.02E-07 
o16    1.25E-02 1.25E-02 1.24E-02 
th232  5.03E-03 4.09E-03 3.55E-03 
na23   7.05E-03 7.05E-03 7.05E-03 
 fe54  5.36E-04 4.51E-04 4.51E-04 
 fe56  8.33E-03 7.01E-03 7.01E-03 
 fe57  1.91E-04 1.61E-04 1.61E-04 
 fe58  2.54E-05 2.14E-05 2.14E-05 
 cr50  5.40E-05 4.54E-05 4.54E-05 
 cr52  1.04E-03 8.76E-04 8.76E-04 
 cr53  1.18E-04 9.93E-05 9.93E-05 
 cr54  2.94E-05 2.47E-05 2.47E-05 
 ni58  4.43E-05 3.73E-05 3.73E-05 
 ni60  1.71E-05 1.44E-05 1.44E-05 
 ni61  7.41E-07 6.24E-07 6.24E-07 
 ni62  2.36E-06 1.99E-06 1.99E-06 
 ni64  6.02E-07 5.07E-07 5.07E-07 
 
Blankets & reflector                                          
isotope 4 5 Reflector 
  o16   2.28E-02 1.43E-02  
th232 1.14E-02 7.13E-03  
na23  4.48E-03 7.05E-03  
 fe54 4.51E-04 5.36E-04 2.65E-03 
 fe56 7.01E-03 8.33E-03 4.12E-02 
 fe57 1.61E-04 1.91E-04 9.43E-04 
 fe58 2.14E-05 2.54E-05 1.26E-04 
 cr50 4.54E-05 5.40E-05 4.78E-04 
 cr52 8.76E-04 1.04E-03 9.22E-03 
 cr53 9.93E-05 1.18E-04 1.05E-03 
 cr54 2.47E-05 2.94E-05 2.60E-04 
 ni58 3.73E-05 4.43E-05 7.01E-03 
 ni60 1.44E-05 1.71E-05 2.70E-03 
 ni61 6.24E-07 7.41E-07 1.17E-04 
 ni62 1.99E-06 2.36E-06 3.74E-04 
 ni64 5.07E-07 6.02E-07 9.54E-05 
 

AMPX master library and PW library were generated from ENDF/B-VII data by 
means of the MXS2AM and CENTRMAK programs, respectively. Then with the series 
BONAMI-WORKER-CENTRM-PMC-WORKER an AMPX working library was 
generated for KENOVA program. In this case we had: keff= 1.1322+ or - 0.0014. 



Then AMPX working library was generated with TRAMPX program for 
KENOVA. In this case we had: keff= 1.1318 + or - 0.0013. 

Finally, we generated goxs macroconstant file and used it in the DANTSYS SN  
program. In this case we had: keff= 1.0762. 

The larger differences is probably due to the differing calculation of fission 
spectrum. 
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